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confidence
clarity insight vision

Our Mission

Connected Autonomous Shared Electric Secure

Our Areas of Expertise
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Our services

Reports Consulting Data

Research reports
you can quickly access to help 

explore market/tech trends

Custom projects to help you 
plan, test or deploy new 
solutions into the market

Purpose-built online 
tools that provide you with 

advanced data and analytics

…foundational 
intelligence

▼

…bespoke 
projects

▼

…advanced 
data

▼

When you need…

https://insight.sbdautomotive.com/rs/164-IYW-366/images/SBD%20portfolio%202019%20live.pdf
https://insight.sbdautomotive.com/rs/164-IYW-366/images/SBD%20portfolio%202019%20live.pdf
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What makes us unique?

USA UK Germany India China Japan

Ann Arbor Milton Keynes Dusseldorf Bangalore Shanghai Nagoya

Focused
Our domain experts and experienced 
industry professionals help ensure 
understanding and overcome the 
most complex and daunting market-
specific research challenges

Data-driven
Through a unique understanding of 
the ‘bigger picture’, we help identify 
and uncover new opportunities, as 
well as avoid unnecessary costs and 
potential missteps

Independent
SBD is 100% objective and 
represents our clients’ best interests, 
going further than anyone else to 
help our partners understand the 
facts and make the right decisions
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Strong (but uneven) growth of EV sales

Traditional market drivers Emerging market drivers

CO2 targets ICE restrictions

EV incentives EV portfolios OE investments

Tech advancements Health awareness

Premium growth Public transport concerns

Out-of-reach CO2 targets
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EU EV growth
• Sales grew dramatically in the second 

half of 2020
• Driven by incentives and CO2 targets

China EV growth
• Government is concerned about quality 

and eco-system
• Reducing OEM’s subsides to encourage 

efficiency and consolidation

USA EV growth
• Tesla and GM have exhausted federal 

incentives. This may strengthen other 
OEMs’ sales or decrease total EV sales for 
the industry

• Future legislation could reinstate 
incentives.

Unit sales of BEVs

Forecast Sources: EV-Volumes, LMC Automotive

EU:2020=13.6M, 2025=18.7M, 2030=19.1M
China: 2020=24.4M, 2025=30.8M, 2030=33.9M
USA: 2020=14.5M, 2025=17M, 2030=17.3M

10.3% (EU)

5.5% (China)

16.8%

13.5%

11.0%

2.3%
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Auto 
makers

EV Today
2020 % of 

total unit sales

% of total unit sales Announced 
Investment

New 
Models 

Committed2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050

Volvo 16% 50% 100%

JLR 7% 100%
(Jaguar)

60%
(Land Rover)

Carbon 
Neutral

(2039)

$67bln
(through 2039)

6
(Land Rover)

GM 4% 40%
(US)

100%
Carbon 
Neutral

$35bln 30

Daimler 
Group

7% 25% 50% $85bln 10

Hyundai 
Group

3% 25% 100%
Carbon 
Neutral

$87bln 34

BMW Group 8%
15-25% 50%

(EU)
$6.5bln 25

33% (EU)

VW Group 5% 20-25% 50% $35bln 70

Stellantis 2%
31% (US) 40% (US)

$35.5bln 55
35% (EU) 70% (EU)

Nissan 2%
60% (JP)

Carbon 
Neutral

2050% (EU)

23% (CN)

Ford 1%
67% Carbon 

Neutral
$30bln 40

100% (EU)

Honda <1% 40% 80% 100%
Carbon 
Neutral

Traditional Global OEMs are in an Electrification Race

EV Commitments

The all-in’ers
Spending big and have 

committed to specific and 
ambitious dates for transitioning 

vehicle sales to EVs

Traditional 
OEM Profiles

The big-spenders
Have announced big investment 

plans and a large number of
models but holding back from 

specific sales % targets

The steady-movers
Moderate market penetration, 

yet gradual increases in the 
future instead of rapid transition

The cautious idealists
Have been moving more slowly but 

show ambitious goals for 
electrification in the future
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Traditional Global OEMs are feeling the squeeze

<2%

>50%

2021 global market share (forecast) of 
non-traditional OEMs, expected to rise to 
4% by 2030 (Source: LMC Automotive)

% of total OEM Market Cap currently 
controlled by non-traditional OEMs, 
representing over $1 Trillion in value

Traditional
OEMs are feeling

the pressure
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China experiencing a huge growth in new mid-kWh EVs

Battery size (kWh) Each ● represents an EV model
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EV charging remains top-of-mind for consumers

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Overall China Europe USA

From SBD’s report #208 – Consumer Barriers to EV Adoption 
Sample: 3,096 EV Considerers

Not enough places to charge

Range on a single charge is too short

Amount of time added to a trip to recharge

Not knowing where to charge & what it costs

Cost of charging at home

Cost of charging when away from home

Cost more than a similar petrol/diesel car

Service and maintenance costs

Tech not developed enough yet

Charging stations may not work correctly

Top reasons preventing EV purchase ▼

% of respondents

https://portal.sbdautomotive.com/DirectLink?linkId=3b7da727c5014a8f8f4f34cbcbbc8626
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The EV-X (EV Experience) not ready for mass adoption

Hidden charging 
points 

“There’s supposed to be one 
around here somewhere, but 

where is it?”

Complex charging 
pricing

“Why do I need a PhD to work 
out how much it’s going to cost 

me to charge up my EV?”

Incomplete 
information

“It’s showing me my destination 
but how do I know if I have 

enough battery?”

Inaccurate range 
calculations

“How could it possibly take 
almost 2hrs to travel 6.7km, 
and how do I do it on 9%?”
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EV charging eco-system continues to evolve

Past Today Future

Auto-maker eMSP
Deliver a seamlessly integrated charging 

experience for their vehicle owners

Pure eMSP
Electro-Mobility Service Provider sets up 

consumer-facing charging network

Hybrid CPO/eMSP
Providers install own charge points and offer 

charging network direct to consumer

B2B Roaming Platform
Simplify the setup of roaming agreements 

between CPOs & eMSPs

Pure CPO
Charging Point Operator manages the 

communication/accounting of charging points

CPO/O
Charging Point Owner/Operator 

is a combined CSP & CPO

CSO
Charging Station Operator funds 

installation & operation of charging point 

B2B 
Era

eMSP
Era

Roaming 
Era

OEM-eMSP
Era

Consolidated 
Era

Focus on B2B relationships = 
poor UX

New players take control of 
consumer payments

Roaming partners simplify 
agreements

Automakers aim to simplify 
UX as eMSPs

High overheads leads to 
Automaker/CPO step back

B
2
B
-o

n
ly

From SBD’s report #209 – Charging Infrastructure Landscape, Economics and Optimization

https://portal.sbdautomotive.com/DirectLink?linkId=2b9417da8ac047edb8629ff51f4fc4c2
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Plenty of opportunities for EV charging differentiation

Navi-optimized Plug & Charge Free chargers

Battery swap Mobile charging Free charging

Own-brand charge points Valet charging Charging package

++ Convenience ++ Affordability
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There is more to electrification than just batteries

Average display size on 
EV, versus 8.7” for ICE 
vehicles

10.2”

Infotainment

Percent of EVs that have 
embedded connectivity97%

Connected services

Other features including 
AVAS and cabin 
preconditioning

Other features

Maximum time required to 
recharge a 98kWh battery 
at a slow public charger

1 Day

Charging downtime

Share of high-budget car 
ads on TV that are for EVs50%

Marketing

Electric fleets may need 
depot-based charging with 
power management and 
scheduling functions

Fleets

Charging connectors are a 
new security threat. 
Certificates needed for 
some communication

Cyber security

Lower SMR revenues, yet 
large training and safety 
requirements

Maintenance & repair

Battery production 
expected to triple over 4 
years

150+ 
GWh

Supply chain
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Battery reuse/recycling is the next industry frontier

EVgo
EV charging
California

Florida Power & Light
Grid management
Florida

General Motors
Data Center Backup
Michigan

Renault
Renewable storage
Porto Santo Island

Nissan/Eaton/MH
Energy storage
Amsterdam

BMW
Energy storage
Germany

Renault
Elevator backup power
Paris

Renault/CE
EV charging
Belgium

EcarACCU
Solar energy storage
Cameroon

Eaton
Energy storage
South Africa

Nissan/Sumitomo
Street lighting
Japan

Nissan/Sumitomo
Large-scale power storage
Japan

BYD
Energy storage
China

2nd Life Battery Initiatives

190GWh
Cumulative mass of 
used EV batteries

From SBD’s report #623 – Electric Vehicle Guide 

https://portal.sbdautomotive.com/DirectLink?linkId=3ee9ccc4ffe64394a6b616a3831fb557
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A long-term roadmap for market adoption

Wave 1
Nascent Adoption

Wave 2
Early Adoption

Wave 3
Mass Adoption

Wave 4
Enforced Adoption

Consumers ▶
Enthusiasts

Willing to adjust their behaviors to 
overcome early inconveniences 

Life-stylers
Infrequent usage means they are 

comfortable with downsides

Mainstreamers
Price and convenience parity 

pushes them to buy EVs

Laggards
Forced to go EV because of
government ban on ICEs

Car makers ▶
EV-piggybacking
Toe-dipping by retrofitting EV 

onto existing ICE platform

EV-by-design
Battery sourcing control leads 

to dedicated EV platforms

EV-ramp-up
Growth in demand leads to 

ramp-up in supply

EV-only
Transition from ICE sales
to EV sales is complete

Regulation ▶
Incentivize

Subsidies for EVs & EV 
charging to encourage adoption 

Penalize
Taxes on ICEs increased to 

discourage purchase

Restrict
ICEs restricted from 

accessing towns & cities

Ban
ICE sales banned

altogether

Infrastructure ▶
Establish

Base-level EV charging 
footprint created

Grow
Race to grow networks and 

set up partnerships

Commercialize
Utilization & convenience balanced 

to ensure profitability

Balance
Superfluous infrastructure removed

China ▶

Europe ▶

USA ▶

Japan ▶

Today 2030

Today 2030

Today

2030Today 2030

2030



2020

EUROPEAN EV CHARGING INFRASTRUCTURE
Understanding the landscape, economics, methods for optimization, and how future demand can be met.

May 2021 GEN209-21
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Borders must be broken to ensure efficient deployment

Stakeholder Voice of the Industry

E
V

S
E
 /

 C
P
M

S

• Government paperwork faced by EVSE installers indirectly affects the EVSE manufacturers by slowing down 
sales, with no relief in sight

• CPMS platforms offer few differentiating factors, yet those few factors such as support for Plug & Charge and 
various networking protocols can dramatically affect the end user experience

C
P
O

 /
 e

M
S
P

• CPOs face various challenges ranging from connecting to the existing electric grid, to complicated permitting 
requirements across European countries and cities

• Government and public utilities must collaborate with CPOs to streamline charger permitting and grid connection 
processes. In our research, CPOs stated that lead times of up to 18 months were the largest headache.

C
it
ie

s

• Situations are not uniform across Europe. Varying levels or knowledge, willingness to invest, and amount of 
available funding define each city’s activities

• The Green Deal and the EC Sustainability Directive have been instrumental in developing local infrastructure, 
however, there are large discrepancies in investment between cities, something that is unlikely to change 
without targeted regional or national support.

C
o
u
n
tr

ie
s • While local city policies have a significant impact on the placement and operation of local charging stations, 

national incentives and grants are most likely to encourage intracity infrastructure deployment
• National incentives often focus on increasing electric vehicle sales which indirectly drives demand for charging 

infrastructure while supporting the cashflow of CPOs that are operating at a loss. 
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Several business models and pricing concepts add complication
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Profitability is a distant dream, grid costs play a major role

Source: EVgo Whitepaper – DCFC Cost and Policy – May 2020

Annual OPEX is only 18% 
of the total first-year 
expenditure or 63% when 
CAPEX is amortized over 8 
years. Note that electricity 
cost and proportional grid 
fees are not included here.

<1%<1%<1%<1%

37%

In this study, CAPEX 
has been amortized 
over 8 years

Grid connection can 
cost as much as $500k

Case Study: HPDC American Deployment Costs Annualized Over 8 Years (2020)
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More is not better – intelligent, measured deployment is critical

Charge Points per Country

Romania

Netherlands
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Software management platforms enable advanced charging

Company Platform Key Benefits
Billing & 
Payment

Roaming
Fleet 

Management
Load 

Balancing
Residential 
Solutions

Company 1 Platform 1
• Complies with ISO 15118, OCPP 2.0.1, and ISO27001 
• Compatible with 170 charger types and can integrate with any 

third-party system
P P P P P

Company 2 Platform 2
• Supports load balancing between stations
• Offers a white-labeled app that can be used by the eMSP

P

Company 3 Platform 3
• EV roaming software included in EV charging platform
• Smart charging adapts to grid capacity

P P P P

Company 4 Platform 4
• Connects third-party systems via standardized interfaces
• Offers load control via the open cloud-to-cloud communication 

protocol OpenADR
P P P P P

Company 5 Platform 5
• Scalable software suite to manage up to 50 charging points
• Integrated load management

P P P P

Company 6 Platform 6

• Compatible with common OCPP-capable hardware & rapid 
integration of new hardware

• APIs available to integrate into system or third-party 
applications

P P P P

Company 7 Platform 7
• Cloud-based platform that offers energy management features 

such as Vehicle-to-Grid Direct Load Management 
• Fully customizable and white-label

P P P

SBD has developed a web-based, self-service 
charging station distribution analysis tool. This tool 
allows the user to dynamically view charging station 
locations in Europe while comparing against various 
statistical and demographic metrics. The tool includes 
information for 1300+ NUTS regions in the EU-27 
and also allows filtering and calculation against the 
TEN-T road corridors. Please contact SBD if you are 
interested in access to the tool.

mailto:info@sbdautomotive.com?subject=EV%20Infrastructure%20Mapping%20Tool


SBD’s EV Capabilities
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Who we work with

Power generation

Charging Point Operators

eMobility Service Providers

Charging hardware Power distribution

Telco operators

Data Analytics Platforms

Cloud Providers

Battery Tracking Fleet Tracking
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How we help companies across the entire EV lifecycle

Plan Design Test Launch Sell Maintain Charge Scrap

The lifecycle of an

How we support clients

Govt/Standards tracking

Competitor research

Battery tech research

KPI-setting

Partner selection

UX/UI design/testing

Consumer surveys & focus groups

Charging network planning

Lifecycle/end-of-life planning

Thermal mgmt testing

Surveys

Jump-start / Education
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Recent consulting engagements

Research Strategy Design & Test

EV customer survey EV product planning EV performance testing

Government incentive tracking EV start-up due diligence EV test equipment comparison

2nd life battery market Charging station locations EV HMI & UX design

ISO 15118 implications Charging station economics EV navigation testing

Electric mobility concepts Fleet charging strategy EV companion app testing
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Case study 1: EV lifecycle & profitability analysis

The Goal The Approach The Result

The client wished to identify 
opportunities in the area of 
electric vehicle lifecycle 
management to support their 
automotive clients’ future needs 
as the circular economy 
becomes more important to the 
auto industry.

SBD created a high-level 
industry overview as well as 
detailed vehicle data use case 
analysis and eventually 
identified several EV lifecycle 
opportunities along with 
recommended strategies that 
best fit the company’s ability.

The client was able to quickly 
understand the best 
opportunities for their position 
in the industry with a clear view 
of what obstacles stood in their 
way and how they might work 
around those obstacles.

Sample Outputs

The Company

The Team

A major cloud computing platform provider

Product Innovation Team
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Case study 2: EV range estimation testing

The Goal The Approach The Result

The client wished to evaluate 
the EV-specific user experience 
of several competitor vehicles in 
the EU and Japan to 
understand the state-of-the-art 
in range calculation and charge 
time accuracy while evaluating 
the in-vehicle and in-app UX.

SBD conducted desk-based 
research of leading EV functions 
as well as hands-on evaluation 
of EV UX with test trips of 
4000+ kms in 4 countries, 
providing a comparative 
analysis of EV range and 
charging speed estimation.

The client gained an in-depth 
understanding of industry-
leading range estimation 
features and UX designs, 
allowing them to develop a 
competitive roadmap for their 
own products.

Sample Outputs

The Company

The Team

A major international automaker focusing on high-volume segments

Electrification Research & Development Division
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Case study 3: Charging infrastructure optimization

The Goal The Approach The Result

The client needed to 
understand the current state of 
EV Charging Infrastructure in 
Europe so that intelligent 
decisions can be made about 
where investments would be 
most efficient and beneficial.

SBD’s primary research 
involved interviews with key 
industry players, development 
of an innovative geographic / 
demographic distribution 
analysis tool, and modeling of 
ideal investment scenarios.

The client was able to gain a 
deep understanding of the 
business models and players 
underpinning Europe’s EV 
charging networks. They were 
able to make data-driven 
investment decisions using the 
tailored analytics tool. 

Sample Outputs

The Company

The Team

A publicly owned international financial institution

Transportation infrastructure investment team
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EV-related research reports & data

SBD EV Reports

Off-the-shelf reports, including analysis on:

SBD EV Data

Highly granular and online data, covering:

EV comparisons OEM strategies

Regulations

Standards Consumer sentiment

Connected EV services

EV HMI/UX evaluations

Penetration data VIN-level inventory

Charge times

Sales velocity Trim-level features

Charging point locations

Pricing & Packaging

Charing Infrastructure
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Client testimonial

“SBD Automotive provided us with 
clarity and insight to help us to 
validate and strengthen a competitive 
and future-proof EV strategy. They 
were highly responsive and a pleasure 
to work with.

Victor van Dinten
Head of Indoor Parking and Charging
HERE Technologies 
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Why SBD Automotive?

Wh  ’s needed  or 
a successful EV 

project? Our Advantage

Generic tech/ 
management 
consultants 

EV
Expertise

P
A team with extensive 

experience within vehicle 
electrification and broader 

CASE trends

✘

Local
Support

P
Experts in every major 

automotive region able to 
support with local 

projects

✘

Industry 
Data

P
Ready-to-go EV data set, 

including vehicle 
databases and testing

✘

Client Timing
C

li
e
n

t 
G

o
a
l

Generic consultants

SBD can leverage its 
expertise and data to 
provide immediate value 
and deliver results within 
  ien ’s  ime ine.
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THANK YOU
QUESTIONS?

Jeff Huron
Senior Domain Specialist

+1 (734) 619-7969 
JeffHuron@sbdautomotive.com

SBD Automotive, N. America

mailto:JeffHuron@sbdautomotive.com
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USA UK Germany India China Japan

Garren Carr
North America
garrencarr@sbdautomotive.com
+1 734 619 7969

Alessio Ballatore 
West Europe
aballatore@sbdautomotive.com
+44 74 71 03 86 22

SBD Japan Sales Team
Japan, South Korea & Australia
postbox@sbdautomotive.com
+81 52 253 6201

SBD China Sales Team
China
salesChina@sbdautomotive.com
+86 18516653761

Andrea Sroczynski
Germany, North & East Europe 
andreasroczynski@sbdautomotive.com
+49 211 9753153-1

Luigi Bisbiglia
South Europe & RoW
luigibisbiglia@sbdautomotive.com
+44 1908 305102

Do you have any questions?

If you have any questions or feedback about SBD 
 utomotive’s research or consulting services, you can 
email us at info@sbdautomotive.com or discuss with 
your account manager below.

Contact Us

info@sbdautomotive.com

Engage with SBD Automotive

mailto:garrencarr@sbdautomotive.com
mailto:aballatore@sbdautomotive.com
mailto:andreasroczynski@sbdautomotive.com
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mailto:info@sbdautomotive.com?subject=Contact%20Us&body=Hello%2C%0A%0AI%20am%20interested%20in%20setting%20up%20a%20meeting%20with%20SBD%20Automotive.%0A%0ARegards%2C%0A%0A.
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